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Atsumori-kun's Bride-to-Be 5 Oct 19 2021 "Let's get married, Nishiki." On their first heart-pounding overnight trip together,
Nishiki and Atsumori's feelings will grow even stronger... When Nishiki returns to her hometown over summer break, she
shares her new dream of becoming a doctor with her parents. Her father quickly rejects the idea, though, and to make matters
worse, things are awkward with Takara and Kano. In the midst of all this, Atsumori, who was supposed to be studying for his
college exams in Tokyo, shows up at Nishiki's house! He introduces himself to her parents, and his sincerity makes an
impression on Nishiki's skeptical father. Inspired by the meeting, Atsumori invites Nishiki to meet his father, but the night of
their appointment, the unthinkable happens...
The Water Dragon’s Bride, Vol. 1 Sep 29 2022 A young boy named Subaru comes to Asahi’s aid, but despite his help, Asahi
must endure a test of survival! Will she be able to make it out alive, or will she end up being sacrificed? -- VIZ Media
Issued to the Bride One Airman Sep 25 2019 Airman Connor O’Riley never believed in love until he saw proof of it in the most
unlikely place--a battlefield in the middle of the Syrian civil war. Now he's in hot water with the Air Force, and if he wants to
clear his name he'll have to put his new-found belief in love to the test--by convincing his superior officer's daughter to marry
him. Sadie Reed is done with love. Her poor choices nearly got her sisters killed when she fell for a man entrenched in the
drug trade. She’s ready to leave Chance Creek—just as soon as her sister returns from her honeymoon. So when a handsome
airman shows up at Two Willows, with orders from her father to help Sadie build a legacy project, she gives Connor one month
to get it done. Connor never thought he’d fall for Sadie, but when he learns she means to leave, he knows far more than his
mission--and his future--is at stake. Can he convince her to stay? Or will love remain out of his reach for good? The Brides of
Chance Creek: BOOK 1: Issued to the Bride One Navy SEAL BOOK 2: Issued to the Bride One Airman BOOK 3: Issued to the
Bride One Sniper BOOK 4: Issued to the Bride One Marine BOOK 5: Issued to the Bride One Soldier BOOK 6: Issued to the
Bride One Sergeant for Christmas
Almost a Bride Oct 26 2019 She's got her mind set on saving the ranch. He's got his heart set on her. Can they turn a sham
wedding into true love? Dave was everything Matty wanted, right up until he broke her heart six years ago. Now she's back in
Wyoming to rescue her family's ranch. Even if that means swallowing her pride and asking Dave to marry her.
The Moonfire Bride Jan 22 2022 A stolen bride. A doomed fae lord. A love that could save -- or destroy -- them both. For
years, Valera has worked weary hours as a seamstress just to keep food on the table. She would give her all to protect her
little sister from the cruelties of the world . . . and the tantalizing lure of the fae forest. One day, she fears, the fae will spirit her
sister away, and how can Valera hope to stop them? Then the fae come. Not for her sister . . . but for her. Trapped in a
magnificent palace far from her own world, Valera finds herself the unwilling bride of an enigmatic fae lord. He claims he won't
harm her and vows to return her home after a year and a day if she honors one rule: she must never see his face. Determined
to return to her sister at all costs, Valera struggles to unravel the mystery of her so-called husband. Why does he so
desperately need a wife? And why her specifically? Torn between love, duty, and the unexpected freedom she finds in this
strange new world, Valera must fight to find her place. But will a burgeoning passion for the unseen figure in the shadows be
her undoing? The Moonfire Bride is book one of a two-part fae romance inspired by the myth of "Hades and Persephone" as
well as "Eros and Psyche." Read today if you're craving a dark, swoon-worthy hero and a sweet, slow-burn romance with just a
touch of steam!
The Water Dragon’s Bride, Vol. 5 Jul 04 2020 Asahi is in constant danger from people trying to use her to get the water
dragon god’s power for themselves. She doesn’t want anyone to get hurt because of her, so she, the water dragon god and
Subaru pay a visit to the emperor. However, in exchange for his protection, the emperor makes an unexpected demand! -- VIZ
Media
The Ancient Magus' Bride: Wizard's Blue Vol. 1 Mar 24 2022 Paris, France. Ao is a young orphan of Japanese descent who
longs to become an artist. Into his life comes Giselle, a mage who is as powerful--and as inhuman--as Thorn. She sees Ao's
potential and takes him as her groom. Under her wing, he learns about the wider world and all the colors in it. An all-new The
Ancient Magus' Bride spin-off!
The Country Bride (The Village Secrets, Book 3) Apr 12 2021 The No.1 Sunday Times bestseller! Don’t miss this
heartwarming summer read.

Nina the Starry Bride 1 Aug 29 2022 Nina had a rough start to life, stealing to survive—and eventually being sold into slavery
by her closest friend. But to her surprise, her captor, Prince Azure, ordained that she would live the life of a
princess...specifically, that of the recently deceased princess-priestess, Alisha. But despite her changing fortune, Nina won't
give up her old life without a fight...and Azure might just be the one to finally match her wits. But how much can she trust
Azure? And can she stop the feelings budding in her heart, knowing she must eventually marry another...?
The Serpent Bride (The Darkglass Mountain Trilogy, Book 1) Mar 31 2020 The Serpent Bride is the first book in the Darkglass
Mountain trilogy, revisiting the tempestuous magical world of Tencendor with all it’s strange and wonderful inhabitants.
The Ancient Magus' Bride Vol. 10 Dec 09 2020 Now that Cartaphilus has chosen to enter a long slumber, peace has finally
returned to the little cottage west of London. But it's not long before a message arrives for Chise: an invitation to join the
college, a society of alchemists. Deep beneath the British Library, the curtain rises on a new story set on a new stage. There,
human children learn, think, and grow...but what of those who are inhuman?
The Lion and the Bride Sep 17 2021 Yua is a high school girl in a secret relationship with her teacher. But one day her
grandmother, her last surviving family member, passes away and leaves her all alone in the world. And then, her beloved
Sensei, supporting her again as he always has, asks her to marry him. She’s convinced that she’s about to begin a happy
newlywed life, but it turns out Sensei has a huge secret...?! At school and at home, she’s gotten tangled up in some
complicated afterschool marriage blues!!! This series has been published in Japan since 2014 which Japanese title name is
"Lion to Hanayome"
The Gorgon Bride Apr 24 2022 THE GODS ARE FUNNY. Except when you piss them off. Then they suck. They really, really
suck. (Really). Alexander Weiss discovers this tidbit when he inadvertently insults Athena, Goddess of Wisdom, and she casts
him away on a forgotten isle filled with statues. Being marooned is bad enough, but the fact that the island is also the home of
Euryale, elder sister to Medusa, makes the situation a touch worse. The only thing keeping Alex from being petrified is the fact
that Euryale has taken a liking to the blundering mortal. For now. What follows next is a wild, adventurous tale filled with
heroes, gods, monsters, love, and war that is nothing short of legendary. If you're a fan of Neil Gaiman, Christopher Moore,
Terry Pratchett, Douglas Adams, or girls with snakes, this is the novel for you. Grab you copy today!
A Reluctant Bride (The Bride Ships Book #1) Jul 24 2019 Living in London's poorest slum, Mercy Wilkins has little hope of a
better life. When she's offered an opportunity to join a bride ship sailing to British Columbia, she agrees. After witnessing so
much painful heartache and loss in the slums, the bride ship is her only prospect to escape a bleak future, not only for herself
but, she hopes, someday for her sister. Wealthy and titled Joseph Colville leaves home and takes to the sea in order to escape
the pain of losing his family. As ship's surgeon, he's in charge of the passengers' welfare aboard the Tynemouth, including
sixty brides-to-be. He has no immediate intention of settling down, but when Mercy becomes his assistant, the two must fight
against a forbidden love. With hundreds of single men congregating on the shore eager to claim a bride from the Tynemouth,
will Mercy and Joseph lose their chance at true love, or will they be able to overcome the obstacles that threaten to keep them
apart?
Bride of Deimos Nov 27 2019 This is a dark and brooding, yet tantalising anthology filled with passion, mystery, despair, and
one lovesick demon. Long ago a brother and sister lived happily on Mount Olympus - until they fell in love with each other.
Provoking the anger of the other gods and resulting in their own banishment, the siblings are now after revenge. In b/w
throughout.
The Water Dragon’s Bride, Vol. 3 Sep 05 2020 Unable to return home, Asahi grows into a lovely young woman. As a
priestess, she must spend time with the water dragon god for a ritual every year, but because of her connection to the water
dragon god’s power, someone kidnaps her! Will Asahi be able to escape unscathed? -- VIZ Media
The Bride of Demise, Vol. 1 Feb 08 2021 Years ago, mysterious beings only known as kihei appeared without warning and
overran the world. To confront this strange menace, the Twilight Academy was established to train students in black magic and
how to battle the otherworldly invaders. Graduates of this school are no strangers to death and many meet their doom while
fulfilling their duty to protect humanity. Kou is just one more casualty in this war for survival...or so he thinks. Before he can
even appreciate the fact that he's still alive, a kihei pledges her loyalty to him and vows to stay by his side until the end of days,
setting off a chain of events that can only lead down the road of madness and chaos.
The Water Dragon’s Bride, Vol. 4 Nov 07 2020 Because the water dragon god wants to interact with Asahi more, he descends
to the village in the guise of a human. Asahi’s friend Subaru has mixed feelings about this but joins them on a journey to the
capital. What adventures are in store, and how will their fates change? -- VIZ Media
An Archdemon's Dilemma: How to Love Your Elf Bride: Volume 12 Feb 20 2022 Nephy learns of Zagan’s impending birthday
from Alshiera, which is information that Zagan himself doesn’t even know. Seeing this as an opportunity, Nephy leads the
charge in putting together a surprise party for him, but with her past experiences being what they are, she has no idea how
birthdays are celebrated. Meanwhile, Zagan also learns from Orias that Nephy’s birthday is coming within the month, and the
two Archdemons decide to mark that day as Nephteros’s birthday as well. Much like Nephy, however, Zagan is ignorant of how
birthdays work as he tries to plan a surprise for her. The entire castle is in a celebratory mood, but dark clouds loom over the
horizon. Zagan knows of a terrible problem haunting Nephteros that has to be addressed before any sort of celebration is an
option, and he still has no idea how to resolve it. What’s more, after a month of relative peace and quiet, Shere Khan and
Bifrons finally make their move.
Never the Bride Jun 14 2021 After a long and eventful life, Brenda has settled here in Whitby, to run a guest house by the
sea. But it isn't long before she has teamed up with Effie, the white witch from the antiques shop next door. Together they get
themselves involved in a series of supernatural investigations including a visit to the Deadly Boutique and a romantic run-in

with a certain immortal Count...
The Ancient Magus' Bride Vol. 1 Oct 31 2022 The Ancient Magus' Bride is an all-new manga series that features a fascinating
relationship between a troubled teenage girl and an inhuman wizard. Enter the Magician's Apprentice Her name is Chise
Hatori, a penniless orphan troubled by visions. Sold as a slave to an inhuman mage, she is about to begin a strange new life,
filled with magic, fairies, and other beings of a fantastical nature.
The Ancient Magus' Bride Vol. 9 Mar 12 2021 Elias hoped to break the deadly draconic curse that weighs upon Chise--but his
methods have created a rift between them. Now Chise prepares to make a gamble of her own: What could she possibly hope
to gain from a bargain with Cartaphilus? It is a time of curses cast and forks in the road. Will the paths of master and
apprentice soon diverge...?
Lion's Bride Feb 29 2020 A sizzling novel of passion, peril, and searing sensuality from “a master among master storytellers”
(Affaire de Coeur)—a magical weaver of spellbinding tales, enticing characters, and unforgettable romance. The darkly
handsome warrior found her in the hot desert night, the last survivor of a caravan devastated by a brutal attack. But Thea
could hardly have found a less likely savior. Brooding and powerful, the infamous Lord Ware felt no need to rescue a total
stranger, but Thea’s striking beauty and fighting spirit moved him. So the knight in tarnished armor carried her away to his
secret stronghold at Dundragon, where she would become his prisoner, his tormentor, his lover . . . and the one weapon his
deadly enemy could use to destroy him.
The Water Dragon’s Bride Dec 21 2021 After a ritual in the village leaves her hovering on the brink of death, Asahi is rescued
by the power of the water dragon god! Has he awakened to feelings of compassion, or does Asahi need to flee this
treacherous world before something even worse happens to her? -- VIZ Media
Bride of the City Volume 1 Dec 29 2019 In the ancient republic of Vaishali, a childless couple discover an abandoned infant
girl in a mango orchard. They name her Ambapali, one who sprouted from a mango. When she turns eighteen, Ambapali is
forced to become a courtesan - the Bride of the City - under Vaishali's laws which dictate that a woman as beautiful as her
cannot be only one man's wife. Ambapali bows before the iron law of her society, but does not allow herself to be crushed. She
sets terms that make her residence, the Palace of Seven Worlds, a centre of power. While the richest and the most powerful
men grovel before her, Ambapali bides her time even as she burns with revenge... Vaishali Ki Nagarvadhu was published in
Hindi in 1948-49. With its vast canvas of characters including the Buddha and Mahavir, its moods, and its depictions of lust,
love, statecraft, sorcery, war, spiritualism, and above all, of the human condition, this is an unrivalled epic.
Bride of the Water God May 14 2021 A new goddess offers Mui a chance to leave his job as water god and spend his life with
Soah in the human world, but even more problems could await the couple there.
A Bride's Story May 26 2022 Acclaimed creator Kaoru Mori (Emma, Shirley) brings the nineteenth-century Silk Road to lavish
life, chronicling the story of Amir Halgal, a young woman from a nomadic tribe betrothed to a twelve-year-old boy eight years
her junior. Coping with cultural differences, blossoming feelings for her new husband, and expectations from both her adoptive
and birth families, Amir strives to find her role as she settles into a new life and a new home in a society quick to define that
role for her.
A December Bride Jan 28 2020 A year’s worth of novellas from twelve inspirational romance authors. Happily ever after
guaranteed. What started as a whim turned into an accidental—and very public—engagement. Can Layla and Seth keep up
the fa ade in Chapel Springs this holiday season—for the sake of her career . . . and his heart? Under normal circumstances,
Seth Murphy—the best friend of Layla O’Reilly’s ex-fianc —would be the last person she’d marry. But the news of their
upcoming (and phony) nuptials convinces a big client that Layla may be high-society enough to work for his agency—a coup
that would put her fledgling home-staging business on the map. Seth has secretly loved Layla for years, even when she was
dating his best friend. Maybe she’ll never forgive him for the way he hurt her back then, but he has to try. And Layla is willing to
keep up their engagement farce until she’s landed her client. For Layla, it's the chance to save her career. But for Seth, it's his
last chance to win her heart. “Denise Hunter knows how to warm up an inspirational romance with sizzling chemistry. You’ll fall
in love with this December wedding story!” —Kristin Billerbeck, bestselling author of What a Girl Wants
Accidental Mail Order Bride Jun 02 2020 City girl in Montana looking for her Romeo... Sounds like the start of a Hallmark
movie, right? Well, it would if they had movies about idiot women flying across the country to marry a man they'd never met.
Yup, that's what I did. I responded to an ad in a random newspaper that I found on the train. And now I'm trying to find
Horseshoe Ranch so that I can marry some cowboy I've never even seen. And no, this isn't the 1800's. I'm just desperate. To
make matters worse, the cowboy doesn't even know I'm coming. His mom and dad arranged it all. I'm going is because I have
$100 to my name and an old mafia boyfriend after me. I figured life couldn't get any worse in Montana. I was wrong. In my
excitement, I left the address and phone number for the ranch at home, so now I'm here in Montana and I have no idea where
I'm supposed to go. So I took a rented a car and stopped at a local bar to ask for directions. And that's when my problems
really started.
Issued to the Bride One Sniper Aug 24 2019 Sniper Hunter Powell thought he lost everything when he took the rap for a crime
he didn't commit. Now he's got a chance to redeem himself. There's only one catch--he has to leave the military, settle down
on a Montana ranch--and marry a woman he's never met before. Jo Reed, the youngest of five sisters, is used to being
underestimated, so when a hardened warrior shows up on her doorstep, she knows no one believes she's ready for love.
Maybe they're right, but she's definitely ready for a home of her own and now she has someone to build it for her. Building a
house before the snow flies is a tall order, and convincing Jo to marry him doesn't seem much easier, but Hunter is ready for
both challenges-- Until danger strikes Two Willows again--and threatens to destroy any chance at happiness that might be in
his grasp. The Brides of Chance Creek: BOOK 1: Issued to the Bride One Navy SEAL BOOK 2: Issued to the Bride One

Airman BOOK 3: Issued to the Bride One Sniper BOOK 4: Issued to the Bride One Marine BOOK 5: Issued to the Bride One
Soldier BOOK 6: Issued to the Bride One Sergeant for Christmas
The Bride Aug 17 2021 An arranged marriage leads to passionate love in this classic Scottish historical romance from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Julie Garwood. By edict of the king, the mighty Scottish laird Alec Kincaid must take an English
bride. His choice is Jamie, youngest daughter of Baron Jamison—a feisty, violet-eyed beauty. Alec aches to touch her, to tame
her, to possess her...forever. But Jamie has vowed never to surrender to a man she considers a highland barbarian. Alec is
everything Jamie’s heart has warned her against—an arrogant scoundrel whose rough good looks speak of savage pleasures.
While Kincaid’s scorching kisses set fire to her blood, she is determined to resist him...until one rapturous moment quells their
clash of wills, and something far more dangerous than desire threatens to conquer her senses... Includes an excerpt of
another beloved Julie Garwood highland romance, The Wedding
The Prince's Bride (Part 1) Jun 22 2019 He is a spoiled playboy prince whose family is in desperate need of money. She's an
American heiress who can only get her inheritance through marriage.According to their families they are a perfect
match.According to each other, arranged marriages have no place in modern times and this could not possibly work.But Prince
Galahad "Gale" of Ersovia is bound by duty to obey the crown anyway.Odette Wyntor doesn't give a damn, she doesn't want
to get married.Can he change her mind?Can she even handle what it means to be royal, if he did? The Prince's Bride is Part 1
of a 2 part series. Part 2 arrives a month later.
The Beast's Bride Jan 10 2021
Bite Me Jul 16 2021 I've got one thing to say to the fated mate who wants to kill me: Bite Me. I can handle anyone who walks
into my pub. Except him--the most powerful vampire who ever lived. The First. Dark, damaged, and hot as hell. He says I'm his
one and only Vampire Bride, and that five years ago, I buried him alive. Obviously he's crazy, because I don't remember any of
that. All I know is that if I want to escape his vengeance, I have to help him infiltrate a deadly secret society. I'm going to use
the time to prove that I didn't try to kill him, and that I'm not his Vampire Bride. Because if I am, he'll kill me. But his wrath starts
to falter as our mutual hate turns to heat. Now, I'm starting to wonder if maybe he's right. But whatever happens in the end,
there's no escaping our twisted fate.
The Ancient Magus' Bride Vol. 3 Jul 28 2022 The Ancient Magus' Bride is an ongoing manga series that features a darkly
fascinating relationship between a teenage girl and an inhuman wizard. Chise has come face to face with the person
responsible for the brutal killings at a nearby churchyard–and to her shock, it’s someone she recognizes from her visions of the
tragedy at Ulthar! Appalled by the realization that the alchemist who wrought such horrors is still up to his old tricks, Chise
must act to stop him. But in order to control her dangerous powers as a sleigh beggy, she’ll need all the help she can get.
An Archdemon's Dilemma: How to Love Your Elf Bride: Volume 10 Aug 05 2020 After accepting Lilith's request for a larger
bath, Zagan begins the construction of a grand bath in his castle to reward the services of his subordinates and provide a
place of relaxation for Nephy and the other girls. Life in the castle is as peaceful and noisy as ever. However, Bifrons' evil
schemes are advancing toward them, and the mysteries of what Alshiera has been fighting against for so long slowly begin to
unravel.
Broken Bride May 02 2020
Mr. Bride 1 Jun 26 2022 Hayami is the it-woman at her job—she's cool, confident, and admired by all. But her has-it-all
exterior belies a dark secret...her house is a mess, and she's no good at taking care of herself! Enter Yamamoto-kun—her
colleague who thinks the world of her, and who refuses to let her slobbish behavior slide. Soon he's over at her house often
enough that she asks him to move in with her! Where will this roundabout relationship take them?!
The Ancient Magus' Bride Vol. 6 Nov 19 2021 Chise is gradually learning how to understand both human nature and the
whims of the fae, as well as how to balance them and walk her own path. Suddenly, she receives a mysterious letter from
bustling London. What could an alchemist's apprentice want from her...? Find out in this long-awaited sixth volume, in a dark
fairy tale romance between the human and the inhuman!
Bride of the Water God Oct 07 2020 When the impoverished people of her village sacrifice her to the water god Habaek in
order to end a drought, Soah is instead rescued and treated as a welcome guest by Habaek.
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